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All my life depends of love,
I might not get another chance at life;
Like is a game that we must all play to win,
For me and my life they only way I lose if I sin.

  

It's like Olympic sport with each breath to stay alive,
It's competing at the highest level while managing to survive;
It's the intensity of people and why I have to be the best,
It's using up every second not wasting a single breath to rest.

  

But really the only way to win is to live and know the truth,
Depending on reality, to live out and sort out all, the proof;
But law of really living is the people you know and meet,
The joy of Christian giving and nice roast lamb to eat.

  

But no matter much we each and drink of prayer we may offer up,
To drink of the cup of suffering may not always be a gold cup;
You see the greatest thing to me is being able to be myself,
Something that makes me satisfied and means contentment like on a shelf.

  

And again really the very greatest thing is winning of a race,
Understanding another's thoughts and being able to keep up the pace;
And the most important thing in life is the maximum that it takes,
As of all the world's most beautiful things and all creations remakes.

  

So now I guess it's best to finish on one love winning note,
And that's running my race my very best not sinking but to float;
So hope I'll just be left to feel and experience that high on a air,
Remember that my very best was done depending of God in prayer.

  

Signed,
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The greatest is love
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